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Abstract: In this study, we proposed a new model to improve the accuracy of fore-
casting the stock market volatility pattern. The hypothesized model was validated
empirically using a data set collected from the Saudi Arabia stock Exchange (Tada-
wul). The data is the daily closed price index data from August 2011 to December
2019 with 2027 observations. The proposed forecasting model combines the
best maximum overlapping discrete wavelet transform (MODWT) function
(Bl14) and exponential generalized autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity
(EGARCH) model. The results show the model's ability to analyze stock market
data, highlight important events that contain the most volatile data, and improve
forecast accuracy. The results were compared from a number of mathematical mod-
els, which are the non-linear spectral model, autoregressive integrated moving aver-
age (ARIMA) model and EGARCH model. The performance of the forecasting
model will be evaluated based on some of error functions such as Mean absolute
percentage error (MAPE), Mean absolute scaled error (MASE) and Root means
squared error (RMSE).

Keywords: Predictive analytics; mathematical models; volatility index; EGARCH
model

1 Introduction

In the world of trade and industry, there are a number of financial markets. Stock markets is one the
important markets that make up the composition of the ownership of the companies. There is no doubt
about the fact that stock market volatility is of interest to both market practitioners and policy makers,
especially for emerging countries. Opinions differ about volatility, some investors view it as a profit
opportunity, and some investors view it as a threat of loss, which requires a hedging method to protect
the investment. Commonly, the fluctuations in the stock market measure fluctuations in stock returns.
Commonly, the fluctuations in the stock market measure fluctuations in stock returns. Opinions differ
about volatility, some investors view it as a profit opportunity, and some investors view it as a threat of
loss, which requires a hedging method to protect the investment. Forecasting stock market volatility is
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particularly important for organizations involved in options trading and portfolio management. Forecasting
assists researchers to make appropriate decisions. It can be divided into three major categories, namely, short-
term forecasting, medium-term forecasting and long-term forecasting. Short-term forecasting generally
builds forecasts for one hour to a few days. Medium term forecasting predicts for a week to a month and
finally, long term forecasting usually predicts the load for a year or more. Note that, forecasting horizon
is the length of time into the future for which forecasts are to be organized. Where forecasting accuracy is
a very significant component for time series data, in the forecasting area, the accuracy is a criterion for
choosing the forecasting method. Forecasting accuracy is very important in stock markets since the stock
market is very attractive to investors as we hope that they can profit financially from buying and selling
stock. Mathematical modeling plays a significant role in determining the relationship between the present
values of financial indicators and their expected values. Fluctuations in stock markets are generally
attributed to a set of variables and factors that may intertwine with each other. It is worth noting that one
of the most important forecasting models in econometrics is the volatility modeling of financial time
series. It is a fundamental and important area of investigation in econometrics. Among the characteristics
analyzed in volatility prediction models are the fat (heavy)-tailed distribution and volatility clustering
[1,2]. This is why research into prediction models is a rapidly growing and always interesting field. The
factors consist of various fluctuations in macroeconomic variables such as interest rate fluctuations, the
spread of global uncertainty, and external shocks such as oil price shocks. Expectations related to
the spread of the COVID-19 epidemic are deepening the volatility and expectations in the growth of
companies and the policies emanating from the globally dominant companies, especially those that drive
prices [3–5]. Therefore, many researchers have been interested in stock market volatility during the
COVID-19 epidemic [6–8]. As the main objective is to develop forecasting methods to reduce the effects
of fluctuations in the financial markets, and thus maintain the stability of the financial markets from
sudden shocks. This is in addition to investigating new indicators that affect global stock market volatility
during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Various studies indicate that stock market volatility changes over time, which means that stock market
volatility is not random. Poon et al. [9] found that the autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity (ARCH)
and generalized autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity (GARCH) classes of time-series models are
essential for predicting volatility. Abdalla et al. [10] examined GARCH models to estimate market
volatility in Tadawul from 2007 to 2011. Kalyanaraman [11] used a hybrid of the automatic regression
(AR) model and the GARAG model as the AR (1)- GARCH (1, 1) model to estimate conditional
volatility in Tadawul from 2004 to 2013. The results showed that the symmetric linear GARCH (1, 1)
model is suitable for estimating stock market volatility and that the Tadawul returns variable time
fluctuations and follow an abnormal distribution.

Many studies are also investigating the topic EGARCH with WT, since it has many applications in the
field of electricity price forecasting, Qiao et al. [12] demonstrated WT's optimal Wavelet orders and layers in
forecasting US electricity prices, which led to the creation of a new hybrid model. The model is using
240 schemes to choose WT parameters and predict each scheme using stacked auto-encoder (SAE) and
long-term memory (LSTM), the new hybrid model is called WT-SAE-LSTM. The most efficient
performance of the hybrid model is in residential, commercial and industrial electricity price situations,
providing high prediction accuracy compared to other models such as backpropagation neural network.

Electricity prices are characterized by high volatility, high frequency, instability and nonstationary, so it
becomes imperative to improve forecast accuracy. Yang et al. [13] proposed a new hybrid model for daily
electricity price forecast data for countries of Pennsylvania, New Jersey and Maryland (PJM), Australian
and Spanish markets. Based on WT's combination, the kernel Extreme Learning Machine (KELM) relies
on self-adaptive particle swarm optimization and automatic retraction moving average (ARMA). This
method has the advantage of giving a more accurate, general and practical prediction than other hybrid
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methods. Kumar et al. [14] are applied to the electricity market in New South Wales to verify the proposed
model’s performance. Its price prediction approach combines wavelet model, seasonal autoregressive
integrated moving average (SARIMA) model and Glosten-Jagannathan-Runkle GARCH (GJR-GARCH)
model. Wu [15] studied the influence of the window on in-sample coefficient estimation and out-of-
sample forecasting. The findings show that coefficient estimation is stable under different window
settings. However, in forecasting, a specified window size demonstrates significantly higher accuracy of
left-tail forecasts in stable patterns. It allows you to improve your out-of-sample forecast by selecting a
window from the past data. Kumar et al. [14] used the Dynamic Conditional Correlation (DCC) model,
Integrated GARCH (1,1) model and WT model to analyze the return and volatility. The results showed
moderate volatility spread across the return pairs, the crypto currency's volatility could be related to its
own volatility-increased repercussions of volatility after 2017 and the impact of fluctuations in Bitcoin
prices on other crypto currencies.

Jarrah et al. [16] concluded that WT and Artificial Neural Network (ANN) models are more accurate
forecasting of the day’s closing price compare with the ARIMA method depend on the error function,
which are MSE, RMSE and MAE. Xie et al. [17] are used Locally stationary wavelet (LSW) processes
relies on non-decimated wavelets to investigate and forecast non-stationary time series. They have
proposed a new algorithm based on LSW modeling has been proposed, and it outperforms traditional
Garage models with which volatility were predicted.

Ismail et al. [18] demonstrated that the MODWT-GARCH (1, 1) linear maximum interferometric
wavelength actually gives an accurate yield prediction value. The results revealed that the MODWT-
EGARCH (1, 1) model provides underestimated forecasting returns. In contrast, MODWT and GARCH
(1, 1) models give an accurate predict value of the observed returns. Audu [19] reviewed traditional
classical volatility models. Practical evidence from the research has pointed to the symmetric MODWT-
GARCH model (1, 1), which gives more accurate volatility to forecast stock markets in African countries
than the traditional linear GARCH (1, 1) model. The Forecasting produced through MODWT-EGARCH
(1, 1) actually reduces the value of the original returns while the MODWT-GARCH (1, 1) model creates
an accurate prediction value of the original returns. Sharghi et al. [20] proposed a new model of wavelet
exponential smoothing (WES) with two scenarios (WES1, WES2) for the estimation of daily and
monthly suspended sediment load in two rivers in Iran and USA. The wavelet methods were applied to
the daily data of global deaths of COVID-19 and daily bitcoin prices from December 31, 2019 to April
29, 2020 by [21]. They found that levels of COVID-19 caused Bitcoin prices to spike. Finta et al. [22]
examined the relationship of volatility between oil and the stock markets in the USA and KSA. They
discovered that volatility spreads faster from oil to stock markets than volatility spreads from stock
markets to oil. Jammazi [23] concluded that the variances of changes in crude oil are more fluctuate than
those of changes in stock market returns in short run scale.

Some studies have used WT, co-integration tests, and Granger causality tests to identify the existence of
long-term relationships [24]. Paul et al. [25] examined export volatility, and identified short- and long-term
relationships between onion export and domestic prices using co-integration analysis and Granger Causality.
Volatility estimating is especially crucial for organizations that trade in stocks and manage portfolios [26].
Mathematical modeling can establish a link between present financial indicator and their expected future
values. Designing a quantitative forecast model provides an accurate assessment of the future market
direction, as one of the major issues in economics is the volatility of financial time series. The seminal
(G) ARCH models have been effectively used in analyzing the most common of price volatility features
[1,2]. Accordingly, no study has examined the application of MODWT with EGARCH to model and
improve forecast accuracy in stock market volatility. It is worth noting that a lot of research has been
conducted using multiple methods to search for different models of WT functions, as well as using other
auxiliary models.. Therefore, there is a large scope in searching the comparative application of all
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MODWT models that are Haar, Daubechies (D4), Coiflet (C6), Least symmetric (LA8) and best localized
(Bl14) in combination with EGARCH models. In this study, a new prediction model that by combining
MODWT models with EGARCH model based on some of statistical tests will improve the accuracy of
the forecasting stock volatility.

This paper is organized as follows: In the next section, the mathematical models used in this research are
reviewed and discussed, and then the research design and methodology is presented in Section 3. As for the
discussion of the results, they are in Section 4. In the last section, the conclusions of the paper are presented.

2 Mathematical Models

2.1 WT Model

The WT model is a mathematical model that used to convert the original time series data into a time-
scale domain [27]. The main idea of WT is to analyze time series observations into different series of
coefficients through a group of wave-like 23 functions. Moreover, WT is a supreme tool for studying
non-stationary and non-linear time series data, so it is suitable model for reducing noise and removing the
trend. In addition, this model is very suitable for non-stationary data, especially stock market data. WT is
divided into three types namely: Discrete WT (DWT), continuous WT (CWT) and MODWT. Note that,
DWT model can be used specified number of data J, while MODWT can be used for any size of data. In
this paper, we will use MODWT model because it is more effective and easy to implement [28]. WT is
satisfy the admissibility condition, as it is applied in many life applications such as image analysis and
signal processing [29]:

Cu ¼
Z 1

0
u fð Þ _ u tð Þ

f
df < 1 (1)

where u fð Þ is the Fourier transform (FT), and a function of frequency f, u tð Þ.
There are two types of WT that are father WT and mother WT as shown in Eqs. (2) and (3).

fj; k ¼ 2

�j

2

� �
f t � 2jk

2j

� �
(2)

uj; k ¼ 2

�j

2

� �
u t � 2jk

2j

� �

where j = 1,2,3,…, J , J is the the number of data points.Z
f tð Þdt ¼ 1;

Z
u tð Þdt ¼ 0 (3)

The general mathematical model is resented in Eq. (4)

Sj;k ¼
Z

fj;k f tð Þdt; dj;k ¼
Z

uj;k f tð Þdt; (4)

In more details,

F tð Þ ¼
X

Sj;kfj;k tð Þ þ
X

dj;kuj;k tð Þ þ
X

dj�1;kuj�1;k tð Þ þ . . .þ
X

d1;ku1;k tð Þ (5)
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Sj tð Þ ¼
X

Sj;kfj;k tð Þ (6)

Dj tð Þ ¼
X

dj;kfj;k tð Þ (7)

The WT model is using to approximate the coefficient in Eq. (6), where Sj tð Þ and Dj tð Þ are introducing
the smooth and details coefficients respectively. Generally, WTmodel has a popular transform functions [28],
namely Haar, D4, C6, LA8, and Bl14. The Haar model is the only non-arbitrary regular WTmodel that has an
explicit expression.

2.2 ARIMA Model

The ARMA model is used to describe stationary time series, where stationary time series, where the
building process involves the following steps: model identification, model parameter estimation, model
diagnostics and forecasting phase. Note that, this model is a combination of the moving average (MA)
model and AR model, where MA is the value at time (t) of the time series and is influenced by present
error term. The time series {Yt} (is called Gaussian process iff for all t, et is iid N 0;r2ð Þ, where the time
series {et} is called a white noise (WN) process) is said to follow the ARMA (p,q) model if [29]:

Yt ¼ lþ f1Yt�1 þ f2Yt�2 . . .þ fpYt�p þ et � h1et�1 � h2et�2 . . .� hqet�q (8)

where q and p are non-negative integers, p is the order of AR, q is the order of the first moving part (MA), p is
the order of AR. An extension of the ordinary ARMA model is the AR integrated MA model (ARIMA (p,d,
q)) given by [29].

fp Bð Þ 1� Bð ÞdYt ¼ h0 þ hq Bð Þet (9)

where p: order of AR, d: degree of differencing (I) and q: order of MA. If no differencing is done (d = 0) then
the ARIMA model reduces to the ordinary ARMA model.

2.3 EGARCH Model

The ARCH is a statistical model introduced to exhibit volatility in financial market. This model is
appropriate when the conditional variance follows the AR and the return of stocks (Xt) are split into the
WN stochastic process (etÞ multiplied by the volatility (rtÞ. The ARCH (p) models are given as [30]:

Xt ¼ etrt

r2t ¼ xþ a1X
2
t�1 þ . . .þ apX

2
t�p

¼ xþ
Xp

i¼1
aiX

2
t�i; (10)

where p is lag length and et � N 0; 1ð Þ is WN i:i:d, with l ¼ 0 and r ¼ 1.

The ARCH model is generalized into GARCH (p,q) model to assume that r2t follows ARMA model.
The GARCH (p,q) model ( where q is the order of the GARCH terms r2 and p is the order of the ARCH
term X 2) is given by

Xt ¼ etrt

r2t ¼ xþ a1X
2
t�1 þ . . .þ apX

2
t�p þ b1r

2
t�1 þ . . .þ bqr

2
t�q
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¼ xþ
Xp

i¼1
aiX

2
t�i þ

Xq

i¼1
bir

2
t�i; (11)

where r2 remains positive if x; ai; bi � 0:

The simpler GARCH (1, 1) model is suitable for estimating the variable time fluctuations returned in a
large number of time series models. It is widely used in statistical programs that describe GARCHmodels for
financial markets that are affected by global events and thus impact on economic growth. The EGARCH
model is defined as [30]:

loge r2t
� � ¼ xþ

Xm

j¼1
fjvjt

� �
þ
Xq

j¼1
ðajzt�j þ cj zt�j

�� ��� E zt�j

�� ��� �þXp

j¼1
bjlogeðr2t�jÞ (12)

where the coefficient aj captures the sign effect cj the size effect. The expected value of the absolute
standardized innovation zt is

E ztj jð Þ ¼
Z 1

�1
zj jf z; 0; 1; . . .ð Þdz (13)

The continuously return per day for the close price on day i is defined as [30]:

R ¼ ln
Si
Si�1

(14)

The volatility rt is defined as:.

rt ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPn

i¼1 Ri � Rð Þ2
n� 1

s
(15)

where R is the arithmetic mean of the standard deviation of Ri
0s at time t.

2.4 Accuracy Criteria

In this study, we used several types of accuracy criteria: error functions. There are another statistical
criteria that can also use such as the Akaike information criterion (AIC, AICs), and the Bayesian
information criterion (BIC) [31–33]. The MAPE criterion is one the error function that we have used,
where the function is given as

MAPE ¼ 1

n

Xn

t¼1

Xt � Ft

Xt

����
����; (16)

where Xt is the actual value and Ft is the forecast value. The MASE is given by:

MASE ¼
Pn

t¼1 Xt � Ftj j
n

n� 1

Xn

t¼2
Xt � Xt�1j j

(17)

where the numerator is the forecast error for a given period, defined as the actual value (Xt) minus the forecast
value (Ft) for that period. The denominator is the mean absolute error.
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The RMSE is defined as a function used to measure the differences between two estimates, which is as
follows:

RMSE ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPN

i¼1 actualvalue� predictedvalueð Þ2
N

s
; (18)

where N is the size of data.

Many other criterion can be used to test the performance of the models such as AIC and BIC [29].

AIC ¼ �2 � log � likelihood þ k � npar; (19)

IC ¼ �2 � log � likelihood þ k � npar (20)

where npar is the number of parameters in the fitted model, k = 2, and n is the size of data.

3 Research Design and Methodology

The main objectives of this study are summarized as follows:

� Modeling the volatility data using the return series.

� Discussing the fluctuations during the historical data issued from Tadawul in the period from 2011 to
2019.

� Using the details coefficients to detect the fluctuations and go through the historical volatility data.

� Using a fitted EGARCH- ARIMAmodel with the approximation coefficients to make the forecasting.

� Improving the forecasting accuracy by combining MODWT's functions with EGARCH model in
order to introduce new method, which is called EGARCH-MODWT.

The mechanism of the proposed model is summarized as: MODWT converts time series data into two
groups: details (DA1 (n)) and approximation series (CA1 (n)). These two series give good behavior for the
financial data. Then, the transformed data can be anticipated more precisely. Moreover, we have used the
approximation series since the series behave as the main component of the transform. We note that when
the data pattern is very rough, the wavelet process is repeatedly applied. The aim of pre-processing is to
minimize the error between the signal before and after transformation. In addition, the approximation
series is investigated if series have the main component of the transform. The wavelet procedure is
frequently applied when the data pattern is highly rough. The goal of preprocessing is to reduce the error
values between the signals before and after conversion. It is necessary to note that the adaptive noise in
the training pattern has a significant impact on the problem of overfitting. Note that this can be done
through the wavelet procedure. Therefore, we adopt MODWT twice for the pre-processing of the training
data. Fig. 1 explain the process of modification method as it shows the financial data of Tadawul is
decomposed into two parts: the details of the coefficient and the rounding coefficient. Details coefficient
data have non-stationary data, high fluctuation, and discuss the main feature of the dataset. However,
approximation coefficient data have stationary data, lower fluctuation, and used with EGARCH to
improve the forecasting accuracy.
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It is noticeable that GARCH model accounts for stochastic volatility in a time series of returns but the
returns may have components other than that can be explained by stochastic, such as trends or moving
average. Thus, they may be inappropriate when an asymmetric effect is observed as a different instability.
Moreover, the GARCH is not suitable for the high volatile data with high level of magnitudes and
fluctuations such as stock market data. Therefore, MODWT can be smoothness the series and make it
more predictable [34].

In this study, 90% of the original and transformed data were used to propose the best model. Moreover,
we tested the best model by applying it to the rest of the data, which represents 10% of the data. Note that,
since we have a huge number of data then the dividing the data into 90/10 is sufficient.

4 Results and Discussion

The day-to-day closing prices data was collected from 10 August 2011 until 31 December 2019, where
the size of the sample is 2027. Tab. 1 shows the descriptive statistic of returns and closing prices.

Tadawul

Decomposing
Exponential

GARCH

Details Coefficient
Approximation

coefficient

Selecting the best model in
decomposition and forecasting

Discussing the main
feature of the dataset

Figure 1: Research flowchart

Table 1: Descriptive statistic of returns and closing prices in Tadawul

Return Closed Price

N 2026 2027

Minimum –0.0755 5416.4700

Maximum 0.0855 11149.3600

Mean 0.0002 7735.5495

Std. Deviation 0.0107 1156.9609

Skewness Statistic –0.5497 0.5519

Std. Error 0.0544 0.0544

Kurtosis Statistic 10.7936 –0.1951

Std. Error 0.1087 0.1087
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The current study examines the volatility pattern of Tadawul. It was chosen for different reasons; the
emerging markets have excited historical experience for stock market volatility. The Tadawul, as an
example, has significant volatility due to imbalance in information, randomly trading, unprofessional in
financial analysis. In addition, the investors of other countries except Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC)
are not allowed to invest in Tadawul. Therefore, the volatility data will be decomposed in Fig. 2 using
Bl14-MODWT' model. Then, the fluctuations during the selected period will be discussed. Moreover,
Fig. 2 depicts the dataset decomposition using data from the MODWT model’s Bl14 model. This
approach is appropriate for revealing the fluctuations, magnitudes, and phases for the dataset's closing
price. Bl14 decomposes historical data into a variety of resolution levels that highlight its essential
structure and creates detail coefficients at each of the one decomposition levels. The level of
decomposition can be carried out by the WT according to the MODWT mechanism. According to the
Kingdom's vision, Tadawul will be one of the largest financial markets at the regional and international
levels. Where important steps have been taken to liberalize the market, which will lead to stimulating
foreign investment and raising the efficiency of the market.

The process of improving the accuracy of forecasting fluctuations in Tadawul is very important, because
of several factors. Among these factors is the COVID-19 pandemic and its accompanying repercussions on
the market. Thus, in this article EGARCH-MODWT model will be combined together to improve prediction
accuracy. Therefore, the fit EGARCH model is EGARCH (1, 2) with the estimated parameters that
mentioned in Tab. 2.

Figure 2: Decomposing the data using MODWT - Bl14 function
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Tab. 3 shows the results of using the suggested models using training data, which is 90% of the total sum
of the data used. The ARIMA- Direct is the model obtained when we apply the pure ARIMA model directly
on the original data. Haar-EGRACH is the combination of the EGARCH (1, 2) model with Haar function.
D4-EGARCH is the combination of the EGARCH (1, 2) model with D 4 function. LA8-EGARCH is the
combination of the EGARCH (1, 2) model with LA8 function. Bl14-EGARCH is the combination of the
EGARCH (1, 2) model with Bl14 function. C6-EGARCH is the combination of the EGARCH (1, 2)
model with C6 function. Finally, we compare the result for EGARCH (1, 2). Therefore, the best model is
Bl14- EGARCH (1, 2), since the minimum values of the error functions are as follows:
RMSE = 206� 10�3, MAE = 1:12� 10�3 , MAPE = 1.094146 and MASE = 0.229961, with fit ARIMA
(5, 1, 2). Note that, the criteria explain the minimum error values between real data with Bl14-EGARCH.

The remaining data set, representing 10% of the original data, was used to test the performance of the
suggested models. The results show that the best model is Bl14-EGARCH, since it has the minimum values

Table 2: The results of the properties of GARCH (1, 2)

EGARCH (1,2) Estimate Std.Error t-value Pr(>|t|)

E ztj jð Þ 0.000605375 0.000143 4.225864 2.38E–05

x –0.353798644 0.196988 –1.79604 7.25E–02

a1 –0.103762226 0.014261 –7.27581 3.44E–13

b1 0.871936826 0.004944 176.3679 0.00E+00

b1 0.091107357 0.015240 5.977989 2.26E–09

c1 0.195706994 0.0156618 12.495823 0.00E+00

Table 3: GARCH- MODWT models for 90% and 10% of observations

Sample % GARCH-MODWT
models

ARIMA
(p, d, q)

RMSE MAE MAPE MASE

90% of observations Haar (1,1,0) 0.000794 0.000409 3.708571 0.843964

D4 (1,1,0) 0.000751 0.000404 3.642239 0.839834

LA8 (0,1,3) 0.000277 0.000143 1.43457 0.29519

Bl14 (5,1,2) 0.000206 0.000112 1.094146 0.229961

C6 (2,1,2) 0.000449 0.000228 2.21546 0.475121

ARIMA-direct (0,1,1) 0.001312 0.000661 5.897333 1.000475

ARMA&GARCH (1,1) 0.008898 0.008188 86.71452

10% of observations Haar (1,1,0) 0.004068 0.003326 40.56242 0.948523

d4 (1,1,0) 0.004134 0.003377 42.45091 0.948475

lA8 (0,1,3) 0.034614 0.030495 151.7008 0.984429

Bl14 (5,1,2) 0.003516 0.002801 5.356783 0.9575

C6 (2,1,2) 0.003519 0.00261 27.66709 0.945577

ARIMA-direct (0,1,1) 0.004032 0.003269 39.75349 0.947849

ARMA&GARCH (1,1) 0.009801 0.009381 1439.559
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of the error function that are RMSE = 3:516� 103, MAE = 2:801� 103, MAPE = 5.356783 and MASE =
0.9575, with ARIMA (5, 1, 2), as shown in Tab. 3. Fig. 3 shows the diagrams of the historical and prediction
values of data by using WT's models and Bl14-EGARCH model. Based on the numerical results, we can say
that the prediction results using the Bl14-EGARCH model were excellent compared to the prediction results
extracted using the pure ARIMA-MODWT model.

5 Conclusions

In this study, we proposed successfully a mathematical model to forecast the financial sustainability
especially the stock market volatility pattern. As the forecasting accuracy was studied and improved using
the daily returns series of the closing price index in Tadawul from August 2011 to December 2019. The
Tadawul was chosen as an example of the emerging markets has significant volatility due to imbalance in
information, randomly trading, unprofessional in financial analysis. The results of the model show the
great ability to analyze stock exchange data and improve forecast accuracy, especially the most volatile
data. Note that, the main objective is to develop forecasting methods to reduce the effects of fluctuations
in the financial markets, and thus maintain the stability of the financial markets from sudden shocks. The
new model is a hybrid of non-linear spectral model, which is MODWT and the GARCH model. We
found that the fit EGARCH model is EGARCH (1, 2) for data set. Furthermore, the combination of
Bl14 and EGARCH (1, 2) is the best model compared with other suggested models, which are Haar, D4,
C4, LA8 and Bl14-EGARCH (1, 2). Note that, LA8-EGRACH is the combination of the EGARCH (1, 2)
model with LA8 function. Bl14-EGRACH is the combination of the EGARCH (1, 2) model with
Bl14 model. C6-EGRACH is the combination of the EGARCH (1, 2) model with C6 model. Moreover,
the model's ability to analyze important events and predictability was demonstrated. The work can be
extended for other stock markets and can be used for any huge number of data.
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Figure 3: Forecasting diagram from WT’s models and EGARCH- Bl14 model
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